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still greater industrial city of Glasgow rise to the highest cultural levels.
The number of railroads crowded into this little band of country is
astonishing (A56S).
South of the Scotch border in England the coasts begin to be bordered
by lowlands and one finds two sets of cities. One set consists of seaports,
the largest of which are Liverpool, Cardiff, and Bristol, on the west;
Newcastle, Hull, and London on the east; and Portsmouth and South-
ampton on the south. The other set consists of industrial cities surround-
ing the hills of the low central Pennine Chain which juts south from
Scotland.xThe largest of these cities include Manchester, near Liverpool,
then Birmingham, south of the Pennine Chain, and Nottingham, Sheffield,
and Leeds on its east side. East and south of these last cities England
consists of a lowland, quite flat on the east, but hilly enough to be
interesting elsewhere. Here the chief cities are the seaports already
mentioned. From mountainous and sparsely populated Wales to London
in the lower valley of the Thames, the change in the relief of the land,
the character of the rocks, and the density, occupations, and prosperity of
the people is much the same as from northern Scotland to London. On
the whole the population is becoming less dense from decade to decade
in the highlands of Scotland and Wales, whereas in and around London
it increases faster than in any other main section of Great Britain.
Ireland
Ireland, like Sweden and Britain, is a transition country belonging
partly to the old mountain land of the north and partly to the plains of
central Europe. The Irish mountains are low and rolling and in some
places are surrounded by the plain. On the whole, however, they lie
near the borders of the country, leavirig the center as a poorly drained
lowland full of large lakes and bogs. Western Ireland, like the western
parts of Britain and Norway, is too wet and oceanic for profitable agri-
culture. Hence most of the Irish live on the east side of the country.
Northeastern Ireland, which is politically united with Great Britain,
contains the densest population. There the area near Belfast, one of the
two main cities, has a remarkably dense railway net. In the rest of
Ireland the region around Dublin has the densest population, but there
are many people along the south coast.
France
One of the unique features of France is that it is the only European
country which includes parts of all three main physiographic divisions.-
In Brittany, which juts out farthest west, and to some extent in Normandy
just east of this, we find a low but rather rough country belonging to

